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More equal than others? (Part 1)



More equal than others? (Part 2)
“I’ve had death threats, I’ve had people 
tweeting that I should be hung if "they could 
find a tree big enough to take the fat *****’s 
weight’… I’ve had rape threats…and n*****, 
over and over and over again.” (Diane Abbott, 
New Statesman 2017)*

________________________________________________________________





What makes a great speaker?

• An understanding of the audience

• Passion

• Knowledge*

• Well-prepared content*

• 'Believability’

• Authority

• Self-control*

(***There are, of course, exceptions to the ‘rules’!)



What makes a ‘bad’ speaker?

• 'Irrelevant' content*

• Inflexibility

• Inconsistency*

• Ignorance*

• Insincerity

• Immaturity*  

(****Once again…there are those exceptions!)



"B.S. is speech intended 
to persuade without 
regard for truth. The liar 
cares about the truth and 
attempts to hide it; the 
B.S.[er] doesn't care if 
what they say is true or 
false, but rather only 
cares whether their 
listener is persuaded.“

(Wikipedia on Princeton Professor Harry 
G. Frankfurt's essay)

“What examples (or observations) do you 
have of “B.S.” in the media or social media?” 

Is “B.S.” a threat to democracy?



What makes these speakers great?

Images, Sunak, Kwarteng, Abbott © Chris McAndrew and Patel, Butler Richard Townshend

Who is missing from the line-up?

(or not so great)



How to change minds



Communicating your qualities

• Reputation
• Authenticity
• Courage
• Empathy

• Confidence
• Agreeableness
• Rationality
• Dependability



Communicating to persuade



Communicate to motivate
 Outline the problem 
 Articulate the cause of the problem
• Detail why people should care
• Propose a solution to the problem
• Suggest how you can work jointly with

people on how to solve the problem



EXERCISE

In your role as leader of New Town Council, you 
have been asked to 'promote and defend' the 
interests of the council in a 60-second 'pitch' direct 
to constituents.

A scenario will be allocated at random.

You have 10 minutes to prepare.

Good luck!





Talking tactics



Questions to ask yourself…

How exactly do I 
communicate?

Who is my 
audience?

Why should they 
listen to me?

What messages 
do (or should) I 
communicate?

When do 
(or should) I 
communicate?

Where do I 
communicate 
my messages? 
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